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ANDIS RELEASES 95th ANNIVERSARY LIMITED EDITION MASTER® CLIPPER 

TO CELEBRATE BRAND MILESTONE 

 
STURTEVANT, WI (JULY 2017) – Andis® Company, celebrating nearly a century of 

innovation in the grooming tools industry, announces a fresh take on their barbershop 

standard, the Master® adjustable blade clipper.  The limited edition 95th Anniversary 

Master Clipper honors the Andis legacy in men’s grooming and the iconic clipping tool 

that has been a prized tool among generations of barbers. The limited edition clipper 

includes the company’s popular dual magnetic attachment combs in sizes 1 and 0 as 

an added bonus. 

 

“As part of our classic collection and a tool that truly redefined the industry, it is 

befitting that we commemorate the company’s 95 years of innovation and excellence 

with this limited edition Master release,” said Karen Formico, Vice President of 

Marketing for Andis. “We’re as passionate about making the best tools today as when 

Mathew Andis invented the original Master design in 1922. We know that our 

customers don’t make money until the hair hits the floor, so they need the reliability 

and performance that our tools deliver.”  

 

The 95th Anniversary Limited Edition Master Clipper 

features a laser-engraved black faceplate with 

commemorative logo and polished aluminum housing 

for durability. Like the standard Master, the 95th 

Anniversary edition boasts a high-speed, magnetic 

motor that generates 14,000 cutting strokes per minute and runs both cool 

and quiet. Designed for heavy-duty cutting, this American-made tool is built to 

last and is the perfect choice for all-around tapering or styling. It features a 

convenient, single lever blade adjustment (from 000 to 1) and a user-friendly, 

thumb-controlled power switch which permits one-handed on-and-off 

operation for optimal efficiency.  

  

SRP: $144.07 

 

Retailers and distributors interested in carrying the Master 95th Anniversary Limited Edition Clipper or 

additional products from Andis, can visit www.andis.com or call 800-558-9441. 
 

### 

 

About Andis® Company 

Andis® Company, a family held business founded in 1922, is a leading manufacturer of handheld tools to trim, cut, curl, 

straighten and dry hair. The company’s products are purchased in more than 90 countries by barbers and salon 



professionals, consumers, hotels, motels, resorts, small animal groomers and large animal groomers and shearers. To 

find a local distributor, call 800-558-9441 or visit www.Andis.com. 


